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Book Descriptions:

bose 901 equalizer manual

All rights reserved. Bose, Acoustimass, Lifestyle, Personal and Wave are registered trademarks of
Bose Corporation. Please fill out the information section on the card and mail it to Bose Corporation.
Customer service For additional help in solving problems, contact Bose customer service. See the
inside back cover for Bose customer service offices and phone numbers. The installation and
operating principles of this system are significantly different from those of conventional speakers. To
obtain the best possible performance and avoid problems, please take the time to read this guide.
Using different components may require different connection methods. More information is available
by calling Bose Corporation.Figure 2 Pedestal A and ceiling mount. Do not drill completely through
the cabinet. Note Contact Bose for more information on suspending speakers. For details on your
specific ceiling construction, consult a qualified building contractor or professional installer.
Choosing the wire It is important to use the right thickness of speaker wire. For distances of up to
30 feet 9 m, 18 gauge .075 mm 2conductor wire works well. Call Bose Corporation for assistance
with the connection of additional speakers or signal processing equipment. Refer to the address
information inside the back cover of this guide. Note To use an external signal processor, or to add a
graphic equalizer, contact Bose for more information. Refer to the inside back cover of this guide.
When connected to TAPE MONITOR Press your receiver TAPE MONITOR button to the IN or
MONITOR position. It may also be used with 901 Series V speakers. WARNING Bose 901 Series I, II,
III, or IV speakers require a substantially different equalization.Bose Corporation will make every
effort to remedy any problem within the terms of the warranty. Or call Bose directly see inside back
cover for phone numbers. All rights
reserved.http://developingzone.com/appi/94-lexus-es300-repair-manual.xml

bose 901 equalizer manual, bose 901 series iv equalizer manual, bose 901 series iv
equalizer service manual, bose 901 equalizer instructions, bose 901 active equalizer
manual, bose 901 vi equalizer manual, bose 901 equalizer service manual, bose 901
series vi equalizer manual, bose 901 series v equalizer manual, bose 901 series 2
equalizer manual, bose 901 equalizer manual, bose 901 equalizer manual, bose 901
equalizer manual, bose 901 series i equalizer manual, bose 901 series vi equalizer
manual, bose 901 vi equalizer manual.

Bose, Acoustimass, Lifestyle, Personal and Wave are registered trademarks of Bose Corporation.
Please fill out the information section on the card and mail it to Bose Corporation. Customer service
For additional help in solving problems, contact Bose customer service. See the inside back cover for
Bose customer service offices and phone numbers. They repre sent the best in Bose Corporation
speaker design and engineering and will give you many years of listening pleasure. The installation
and operating principles of this system are significantly different from those of conventional
speakers. Using different components may require different connection methods. More information
is available by calling Bose Corporation.See the inside back cover for phone numbers. For details on
your specific ceiling construction, consult a qualified building contractor or professional installer.
Choosing the wire It is important to use the right thickness of speaker wire. For distances of up to
30 feet 9 m, 18 gauge .075 mm 2conductor wire works well. If your receiver has more than one tape
connection, use the second one TAPE 2. To connect a tape deck, use the additional set of inputs and
outputs located on the back of the 901 active equalizer marked TAPE RECORDER CONNECTIONS.
Refer to the address information inside the back cover of this guide.Note To use an external signal
processor, or to add a graphic equalizer, contact Bose for more information. Refer to the inside back
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cover of this guide. When connected to TAPE MONITOR Press your receiver TAPE MONITOR button
to the IN or MONITOR position. Use the tone controls on your receiver only after the MIDTREBLE
and MIDBASS sliders have been set according to the procedures below. It may also be used with 901
Series V speakers. WARNING Bose 901 Series I, II, III, or IV speakers require a substantially
different equalization. Bose Corporation will make every effort to remedy any problem within the
terms of the warranty.http://gleb777.com/fck_upload/94-lexus-ls400-owners-manual-pdf.xml

Or call Bose directly see inside back cover for phone numbers. How you go about connecting the
Bose 901series equalizer to your stereo system varies slightly depending on whether you intend to
use it in a twospeaker or surround sound setup. If youre using earlier 901 speakers, check for
possible compatibility issues with the 901series equalizer youre using before you begin. These
devices might include tape decks and other equalization or signal processing devices. All jacks are
located on the back of the Bose 901 equalizer. Connecting to a switched outlet ensures the equalizer
is turned on or off automatically whenever the receiver or amplifier is turned on or off. Play some
audio through the system and press the “Tape” or “Tape Monitor” button on your receiver. All sound
should stop when this button is pressed. When it does, switch the “Monitor” button on the equalizer
to the “Source” position. The audio should start playing again. If it doesnt, check your connections
and try again. Consult the documentation that came with the receiver or amplifier for more
information about which jacks to use when connecting an equalizer. The 901 Series VI active
equalizer must not be used with 901 Series I, II, III or IV speakers. Speaker Accessories Speaker
Accessories Bose.Speaker Accessories. The equalizer balances the output of all speaker frequencies
to provide natural tonal balance and clarity for an exceptional music experience. It is also quite
common that customers throw outUser manuals are also. Speaker Accessories.Try Google Search!
Manual Coles Microphones 4038 Stereo Mount for Studio Ribbon 4038 SM Posted by Ruth
20200810 180004 Coles 4038 stereo mount. Peavey Peavey Delta Blues 115Tweed 30 watt Guitar
Amp Peavey Delta Blues 115 Tweed Tube Guitar Amplifier 03327810 Posted by 20200808 235004
please pdf the manual on this amp. Scored a pair of series 3.

I refoamed all 18 drivers bought a EQ on eBay sent it in for recap and upgrade then hooked them up
to Pioneer SX 1250.Ha ha heaven. Reviewed Nov 21st, 2018 by Artfrobadoo My buddy has a pair of
supposedly original 901s which I have suspicions of being fakes. The wood does not match. There is
no labeling. The terminals are crude. He thinks they are the cats meow. So I searched craigslist and
I found a pair of 901s for 200 dollars. Then the guy throws in a beautiful working Kenwood KA 7300
amp. I like my Bose 301s better then these 901 VI. Perhaps its the amp I have the associated
speakers to what. Reviewed Nov 02nd, 2018 by OzDaddyBear I have 901 series VI and there i a plug
between left and right termina, there is nothing in the manual to advise what this is fot. Any ideasl
Reviewed Jun 12th, 2018 by Mrsteve I have owned two pair of these. The first pair a series IV, the
Second pair a Series VI. I took advantage of the Bose Tradein program some years ago when they
still offered it. There are several companies that offer the drivers, and replacing them for both pair is
around 560.00Plus the time involved.I need to do a repair on the equalizer. I cannot find the Series
III Service Manual. Thanks To be use for PA system or Karaoke. Any suggestion for an appropriate
mixer. Im looking for resources to help me troubleshoot and repair the equalizer. I dont have much
experience, but I would like to learn, and this seems like a fun project. If anyone is willing to help
break things down as simple as is convenient, or could help guide me in this process, I would be very
grateful. We all have to start somewhere. I refurbished the speakers myself, and would like to say I
did the same to the equalizer. Due to purchasing from a second hand store and not really knowing
enough about them I consequently now own two right hand speakers. Not sure how this will affect
the speakers.

While it might well be quite possible to fix, I would be more interested in feeding the speakers from
another signal source. The cable from the preamp connects to the speakers via a fivepin 180 degrees
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DIN plug, and so I think it should be quite possible to connect to some other signal source, the same
way I have used a pair of Philips MFB speakers. Am I right or am I right. Anyone have any
experience of the 901p active speakers. Or of other Bose Lifestyle 20 substitutes for them No need
to attend a live concert anymore. With Two Pair in the proper positions youve got your own live
performance! To purchase 901 spares or accessories, please contact the company via their website
or visit an authorised retailer. Favor de enviarme manual para conection a mis 901 SPEAKER
BOSE.If not Can I use a shelf that is 18 inches distance from the floor. Thanks in advance for your
answer You could, but the boundary effect of the speaker being. The sound that comes from the
speakers is muffled and crackles loudly. Is this what they sound like when the speaker is toast or is
the a fix for this issue. Yes, if you hear I hadnt used them in about a year.the gentlemen that
purchased them told me that when he used them he got a crackling. Any Ideas on best possible way
The Bose EQ connects to the tape out and tape in on the amplifier or reciever. If. Search Fixya for
the dozens of times I have answered this type of question.Bose 901 are speakers. Here is a video to
show how a Bose CD tray was repair ed. It might help. Thank you for your patience. Search Clear
Learn how to take your home from blah to bananas. Were dishing on all the ways to bring chic and
unique style to your space.Description. Walnut casings in great condition. Preexisting. Walnut
casings in great condition. Preexisting holes on top from being mounted to the ceiling by first owner.
Tulip bases added two years ago. Minimal scratches on black bases. Fabric is original tweed w
natural tones. Excellent condition.

Only two owners since 1978. Great working condition. Produce great sound. Each speaker is 31” tall
base included. less Once you have taken possession of the item, all sales are final.Only pieces that
can be safely packed in a box or envelope may be shipped via parcel. Items are typically delivered
within 2 weeks of the purchase date. Available on items at the seller’s discretion. All rights
reserved.Suite 1250. San Francisco, CA 94104 Flag this comment for moderation. Cancel Flag. The
18 BOSE HVC drivers of this set have been equipped with my specially designed Thulinn surrounds.
The high quality speaker restoration process includes membrane coating, damping of driver
housings, proper reinstallation of drivers, 2way speaker checkup single driver and complete spaker
and soundproofing of casing. The sound of Thulinn BOSE 901 speakers is truly improved. The
surfaces of the speakers have been refurbished. If you have any questions, feel free to ask. I will ship
worldwide. Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model instead of
a raw data average. The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the
ratings are from verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. See All
Buying Options Add to Wish List Disabling it will result in some disabled or missing features. You
can still see all customer reviews for the product. Across the whole spectrum of human hearing,
highs and especially lows, are clearly heard through these speakers. Nothing I say about them
matters very much, because they must be heard to be believed. Reviewed in the United States on
September 27, 2016 Lot of debate on these. Everyones taste are different and usage is different as
well.

My perspective is that they are good pa, background speakers for casual listening while doing
chores and are infact sweet sounding, meaning they dont kill your ears with brightness or detail
certain speakers havewhich maybe more fault of horrible recordings that better systems can reveal
so you dont get much listener fatigue from the highs as there is no tweeter and cuts off around 13k,,
Definitely has a house sound, But critically listening, sound rather monotone and does not have
transparency,sound muffled, and rather veiled. Then, when they heard side by side with even the
cheapest speakers I had, castle, monitor audio, kef, etc.they couldnt believe how muffled it sounded
by comparison and the shock in the faces told the story. These are not overpriced like the lifestyle
systems in terms of material cost to build them. Also, Some people bash it because of paper drivers
but paper actually sounds among the mist natural over metal cones, Kevlar, if properly engineered.
Used by audio note, scan speak, etc. For me, they. Are not for critical use. They maunely serve as a



tv stand and will probably be used in the garage. However, music and taste is subjective so if it
sounds good to you, stick to it. Some audiophile speakers also sound horrible and can be more
annoying vid listener fatigue. Please try again later.Friend of my brother, stationed in Korea, during
Nam, brought some of these home. Kenwood system.macrame hangers. Im ol school all the way..If
your room is large enough, and follow the manual on placement, you should be satisfied.Please try
again later. Please try again later. Kployhar 5.0 out of 5 stars That was when I was stationed in
Germany in the Army the first time. I could not afford these back then. I bought some Klipsch KG4s
which I still have blown horns. So instead of new, I found a guy who was going back to the states
and bought his 901 Series Ones from him, and fell in love.

At the time I was powering them with an Onkyo and Technics amps I had bridges for a total of over
500 watts per channel continuous power. They handled it beautifully and would cause the CQ to
come to my room almost daily and tell me to turn it down. I used that pair of speakers until 1995
when I got divorced and I sold the whole system to a friend who still rocks it to this day. Same 901s
that he refuses to sell back to me. On to this purchase. I decided to buy a new pair, and wanted the
black ones to replace a pair of Series V in walnut. So they arrived pretty fast. I paid for one day
shipping, but they came in about three over the weekend. Who can complain about that. I unpacked
them, spend some time with the tulip stands from the old set and wiring, and then I put the power to
them. I run these with an old Bose 1801 amp, a Yamaha Preamp and the Bose EQ. Hey, they brought
a new crispness to the music I enjoy. I pushed everything through them. Rocknroll, Country, Jazz,
and Classical horns, and everything sounds wonderful. You will read a lot of reviews from folks who
do not like these speakers, and you will also talk to people who like Ford, Chevy, and Dodge trucks.
Everyone swears theirs is the best. All I can tell you is these sound wonderful if you pay special
attention to speaker placement, wiring, and equalizer setup. I am very pleased with the sound, the
product and the shipping. For all the people who are not fans of the 901s, probably did not set them
up right. My eighteen year old son swore up and down that the new stuff was better. A steak is still a
steak, and modern tech cannot improve that. He is now a 901 believer, and not a convert yet but in
college he cannot have my old set. I will say to everyone, it is important to have good equipment to
drive these and to get them most out of them. Do not hook other speakers up to the equalized
system, and pay attention to room placement and you should get great sound from them and
tremendous bass.

You too could be a convert. Also I would like to add, your wife will hate the way you have to set these
up, and will offer several suggestions as to what you should do with your new speakers, but you can
follow my lead and leave with your 901s and never look back. I thought it was cheap way to get out.
As a disabled Veteran, it is difficult for me to carry these heavy items to my vehicle, and in my area
you cannot even find this product locally. It is nice to have a department store on the web. Thanks
again Amazon. So here is my final thought. Buy a set of 901s, kick your complaining wife to the curb,
get a hot little girlfriend, and turn up the tunes. Addio!Please try again later. Please try again later.
Troy Sprinkles 5.0 out of 5 stars Please try again later. Please try again later.I am happy with how it
works.Please try again later. Please try again later. Yolk56 3.0 out of 5 stars Please try again later.
Please try again later. Robert Bonner 5.0 out of 5 stars Both my wife and I are big music fans and
listen to music more than we watch TV. Or you can do as I do, have two separate speaker systems. I
am using an Onkyo 7.2 receiver with the Bose 901s as my stereo only speakers. My surround sound
system has a full set of different speakers being used with my Onkyo 7.2 amplifier. My Onkyo
receiver has a Zone 2 and a Zone 3 PreAmp outputs. I am also using my Zone 3 Preamp outputs for
my Bose 901 and headphones. I love both the surround sound setup and my Bose 901 Stereo setup. I
use my Bose 901 for listening to Stereo Jazz, Acoustical Music, Classical Music, etc. They do not do
well with hard Rock or music with heavy bass., that was prior to my discovery below. All I can say
now is, WOW!!! Of course, what sounds good to me may not sound the same to you. Thats why they
sell cars in different colors, so everyone can make their own decisions.Please try again later. Please



try again later. Mike Fraser 1.0 out of 5 stars Please try again later. Please try again later.

Craig 4.0 out of 5 stars Have been listening to my set, bought new in 2013, for three years and
always enjoy the experience despite the laughs you get from others.. Heres the bottom line for me
they succeed or fail based upon room positioning. You need to get them 8 or more feet apart, equally
and at least 18 inches from an unencumbered wall, AND, most importantly, make sure there is
unimpaired space on that wall between the two speakers. Once so arranged, the famous 3D
soundstage appears and performers appear shockingly realistic. It also helps dramatically if you
raise them high enough so that they resonate at your seated ear height. Yes, it is also true that they
do not have the crispness of some modern designs say, with AMT drivers and are somewhat less
precise than tower speakers because you hear, mostly reflected sound. If you reflect that sound
against a very soft surface drapes the result will fail. Speculate that one reason for the extreme
reviews these speakers generate has to do with 1 the necessity for correct positioning and 2 the
need for a preamp feed to the equalizer. Enough power is also required would suggest 100 watts
RMS or more. Pundits ridicule the equalizer but I suggest this would you rather have an EQd,
coherent sound or a crossover one that always suffers from tonal compromise. They do sound
coherent.Please try again later. Please try again later. The striking cobra 5.0 out of 5 stars Im a
music writer and have listened to tens of thousands of records from country to rock to blues to jazz.
Its become fashionable lately for socalled audiophiles to bash 901s and even to bash Dr. Bose. The
guy was a genius, an MIT engineer and professor who won every award out there for sound. 901s
have been used in studios for decades for playback, in auditoriums, in concert halls. No other
speaker out there works as well, if they are used correctly. That means correct placement, moving
them around and making sure the music is reflected properly.

In a room full of people they cant be beat. Dont listen to the people bashing these, most of them
have never owned a pair.Please try again later. Please try again later. Adrian G Wilkins 1.0 out of 5
stars They require use of an equalizer that will only work with certain amplifiers. The Bose
recommended list of amplifiers only includes discontinued models. I have called them and they tried
to be helpful but could not do much. Because I took too long trying to get them to work right I can
now not return them to the vendor WizardElectroland who was basically useless in trying to help me
with my problem. Clearly some of this is my fault for taking too long but overall a very bad
experience.Please try again later. Please try again later. Something went wrong. View cart for
details. All Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured
powered by Verisign. Something went wrong.Learn more opens in a new window or tab This amount
is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until
you make payment. If you reside in an EU member state besides UK, import VAT on this purchase is
not recoverable. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions
opens in a new window or tab Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Learn more
opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new
window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab
Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab and request a postage method to your location.
Please enter a valid postcode. Please enter a number less than or equal to 34. If you dont follow our
item condition policy for returns, you may not receive a full refund.

Refunds by law In Australia, consumers have a legal right to obtain a refund from a business if the
goods purchased are faulty, not fit for purpose or dont match the sellers description. More
information at returns. My listing includes insured, return shipping only Honest seller. Great
communication. He has done great work replacing the capacitors on my Series IV EQ in the past,
and is now performing upgrades on this units RCA jacks as well as amp and audio sections. If you
havent heard the difference between an aged EQ and one that has been upgraded, I can tell you that



there is a substantial difference in the upgraded systems ability to produce rich and detailed sound.
In addition to my Series IV 901s with upgraded EQ, I also have a set of new Series VI.2 901s, and,
surprisingly, I honestly cannot tell that there is a great deal of difference between the two. I cannot
recommend him any more highly. So make the investment; its way, way worth it! The speakers are
3.75 inches in diameter without a crossover. If you dont use the eq, then you aint got no highs and
you aint got no lows so it must be Bose. It is totally the fault of low information listeners some whos
confidence level is truly amazing. Bose 901s arent audiophile speakers and they never intended to
be. They are fun, loud, small, dynamic and retrocool. Buy a set or two of Series I or Series II
speakers and get the eq updated. Awesome! The EQ upgrade made a huge difference in sound
quality. My son in college loves them and they will rock the house! I was amazed at how good my
bose sounded after Dave finished his work. Great job and would highly recommend to anyone to use
Dave. He also called and went over everything with me, and that made the process even more
special and put me at ease from start to finish. Great job Dave and Thank you With his repairs and
upgrades to my equalizer my 901s are alive again.

I had bought the speakers and equalizer a few months before, refoamed all 18 drivers and thought
some of them had blown speaker coils, there was a distortion but could not narrow down which
drivers. I sent my equalizer to David. The unit was originally setup for 220volts since it was purchase
in Germany in 1980. Whom ever tried to change it over to 110volts mess up, the equalizer board was
only getting part of the power needed. After Davids repairs these old speakers sound band new!!!
Through a series of clear, timely emails Dave helped me decide on several upgrades. He then
completed the work in a timely manner and when it turned out my speakers needed more work NOT
related his work he continued his excellent service by advising me how to proceed. All Rights
Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign.


